Copper Recycle Program by Direct Wire & Cable, Inc.

**Purpose:** Provide a competitive scrap return solution for Direct Wire customers.

**Benefits:**

- Industry competitive scrap recovery rates
- No need to strip cable
- Above market rates when customers re-order cable with credit (required)
- Simple and consistent, rates based on Comex market pricing
- No need to deliver to local scrap dealer. Send to Direct Wire.

**Products Accepted:** Any single conductor Portable Power Cable or Entertainment Cable. Connectors should be removed. If customer elects not to remove the connectors, a $1.00/end charge will apply. Bare cable must be separated from any tinned cable.

**Minimum:** 1000 lbs.

**Packaging:** Cable must be skidded and wrapped or packaged in returnable cardboard or gaylords. Any returnable gaylords will be returned to customer when a replacement cable order is shipped.

**Rates:** Rates will be provided on a separate rate sheet supplied by Direct Wire Customer Service. Direct Wire and Cable will pay against “Recovery Rates” column on rate sheet. These rates include the Total weight of cable returned (insulation and copper). Rates apply when returned cable meets acceptable cable outlined above. A summary sheet providing gross tare weights and applicable credit will be sent to the customer upon receipt of scrap. This summary will also include any deductions for unacceptable cable and/or costs associated with lug/cam removal charges.

**Credit:** Rates will apply using the closing spot Comex price the Friday of the week cable is received at Direct Wire and Cable. Thus, if cable is received at Direct Wire and Cable on a Wednesday; that Friday’s closing Comex price will be applied to the rate table. The credit will be applied to the replacement cable invoice.